Dear Ms. Helene H. Oord

August 15, 2013

It was a pleasure speaking with you over the phone, as per our conversation here is some
information that I obtained on your website and why I made the decision to work for your
Organization. I am happy to have found a Organization like yours, which exceed my expectations
and will make me proud to represent throughout the IPF to help others that are in need I noticed
the organization has been around for many years providing great service to the most need people
around the world as same as we had been doing with The IPF. Org. International Parliament
Foundation that for many years also had been organizing the program at the United Nations
Proclaiming peace for all the Nations.
With that being said, I would like to let you know that one of our goals is to grow within an
International Organization that is substantial and attentive to the people needs.
I learned that Worldview Mission (WM) Int'l
http://www.worldviewmission.org has been providing hospitality services in many places and I
think it is very impressive and I would like to congratulate your staff from top to bottom for all the
effort they have been putting together to achieve this great goal in being one of the best, NGO that
carryout this tape of vision in helping others to get out the pit.
I most mention Helene and her sister Ms. C.C. Oord know each other by networking together at the
United Nations Headquarter in New York in 2008. And also meet with her Ms. Ingrid Guzman and
Joy Holliday
Helene and I also have had meetings network where we contact most the Spanish community leaders
and official elect of the city of New York and the UN Spanish Ambassador to participate in our
prayer group meeting. This shown that we already have our Spanish network group in NYC.
I love your vision because is the same vision we have, here is one of our slogan of: Best Service, Best
People and Best Practices. I will be honored to join a team that believes in keeping their integrity and
continues to exceed people expectations.
I thank you very much in advanced for the opportunity that you have given me to participate and
join force with you to keep doing the great work you already doing, hope that officially soon been
your partnership and representing your organization around the world.

Truly yours,
Lemuel Rodriguez
Phone: 718-683-7942. www.theipf.org Email. rodriguezlemuel@gmail.com

